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Arrangement.com Reveals How UK Single Moms Plan to Celebrate Their
Special Day, the Luxurious Way

Top 10 UK Cities Where Single Mothers are Flocking to Sugar Daddies Exposed

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 24 March 2017 -- Sugar Dating is a new and simple method for women to experience
the luxurious lifestyle they desire, the simple way. It’s a straightforward avenue into the life of opulence,
straying from the grueling path of the rat-race - and it’s taken the UK by storm.

Arrangement.com - the UK’s fastest growing Sugar Dating site - has revealed intriguing results from their
recent Mother’s Day study regarding the UK’s Sugar Dating scene.

According to the widely successful Sugar-site’s 2017 study: 1 in 10 of the UK’s Sugar Babies have not only
reignited their love-lives through this revolutionary mutually beneficial dating style - but 1 in 10 have also
supported their children by doing so.

Arrangement.com’s 2017 study illustrates the UK’s Single Mom Sugar Baby demographic, of which: 10% are
proud mothers looking for lively life of luxury while they support their children, 41% of Sugar Babies are
without children, but of course still want a taste of lavishness - particularly in London.

Through Arrangement.com’s study, the UK’s Top 10 locations where single-mother Sugar Babies are based,
has been revealed - with the capital city dominating the list:

London 22.26%
Manchester 4.59%
Birmingham 3.53%
Glasgow 2.53%
Leeds 2.46%
Liverpool 2.08%
Bristol 1.77%
Nottingham 1.75%
Edinburgh 1.66%
Cardiff 1.53%

Andrea Johnson, at Arrangement.com said, “Although 1 in 10 Sugar Babies are single mums, over 50% of all
UK´s Sugar Babies are aged 18-23, single, without children, and ready to mingle.”

About 78% of the site’s Sugar Babies are between the ages of 18 and 30, and the majority of Sugar Babies with
children are aged 31-40+.

Johnson continues, “London appears to be the busiest places for Sugar Babies, due to its propensity for
embracing luxury, and the finer things in life.”

According to the UK’s newest, and fastest growing site, of its kind - Sugar Dating has become wildly popular
not only in the UK, but throughout the world.
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“Even though London is definitely our number one city for members worldwide,” Johnson shared, “we’ve
experienced eye-popping growth in popularity throughout our worldwide campaign since our explosively
successful and well timed 2016 launch.”

Johnson pointed out that while the luxurious game of Sugar Dating has spread globally, one aspect has
remained the same.

“The vast majority of our members are single, successful women aged 18-23, looking for a Sugar Daddy to
pamper them with luxury!”
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Contact Information
Marketing
Arrangement.com
http://www.arrangement.com/
+44 7974093994

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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